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On 9th March 2020, Mr Varadkar and Simon Harris staged a political coup to save Fine
Gael, who lost the election, from leaving the Dail, and set Ireland on a journey of seeking
truth. We went from being what we thought was a Catholic country with lawful courts, police
under Oath, and trustful medical and media, to being a medical dictatorship, sold over as
guinea pigs for a genetic medical experiment.

We have found out that just about everything is in reverse. For almost 2 years the entire
resources of a country were used to run a HSE chemical experiment. The law and truth
were, along with religion, BANNED by a massive criminal gang that had run this country for
over 50 years, called the Courts Service.

The Peoples Party Ireland found out how a whole country was so easily taken over • by the
global, chemical empire. It was simply a partnership of the existing gang called the Courts
Service, who had secretly controlled us for decades.

Now we find out that An Garda Siochana is not a Gardaí any more. Many years ago it
became a Corporate Security Company, its new OWNER being Dunn and Bradstreet,
registered owner of serial number 89000534. In law, this means that Gardaí have NO legal
powers over MAN or WOMAN. By being registered as a Corporation they changed
Jurisdiction, which in law means they ONLY have power over companies.

It gets worse when you consider that Dunn and Bradstreet are, in fact, owned by the Bar
Association Courts, they, in turn, being owned by the Crown Temple, Vatican, and subject to
2013 Motu Proprio.

Like the Gardaí, now a corporation, the Bar Courts have also turned themselves into a
registered corporation, also changing Jurisdiction so that they also ONLY have power over
companies.

Our Party recently received written confirmation from the Attorney General that since 1924,
the Courts Service has had NO Licence to hold any courts; they are all fraud, unless you
volunteer a contract.

There is good news in that we do have a LAWFUL court under Article 34 of the Peoples
Courts. The first Peoples Court, the Peoples Tribunal, was held at the CCJ in July 2021.
Others are being formed.

The Article 34 Courts are the best bet for people, because the Judges are selected by
the people, and offer Constitution, Statute and EU Convention Charter Law, which
Courts Service refuse to offer.



The Courts Service has NO licence, its Judges are picked by TDs to protect business
interests of TDs and the chemical and media lobby, and it owns the police and the
DPP; it uses them to protect fraud.

Unknown to many ordinary policemen and the public, the Courts Service is the boss
and it instructs police to fill courts with fraudulent fines cases, quoting UNLAWFUL
Section 31A Advice as if it is law.

The present Taoiseach, Fianna Fail party, set up the HSE and RTE chemical and media
propaganda sales team, giving the HSE 26 Billion Euro in annual taxes to control GPs,
private hospitals and chemical sales.

The Courts Service runs a massive fines and taxation fraud, in conjunction with two
private companies, both registered, the Revenue Commissioners and the Irish
Government.

Some years ago, these two companies became Corporations, owned by Northern Trust. All
this is held together by PRETENDING that they own HUMANS, through the Birth Certificate
Trust, to effect contracts.

However, in 2013 their plan went wrong when the Vatican issued a legal document called
Motu Proprio. This advised Bar Courts that birth certificate rights belong to the Vatican, NOT
Bar Courts.

This is the main reason when the Peoples Party Ireland served ALL 160 TDs with copies of
Motu Proprio, that the Attorney General confirmed in the High Court, that Section 31A is only
ADVICE, not law.

We also have the registered notifications sent to all main bodies of these
Corporations, that they have NO lawful powers to enforce Section 31A or lockdown or
fraudulent court cases.

We are also taking legal action in the EU against these Corporations and the EMA,
with whom they conspired to lie about the genocide of the Irish nation, and enrich
themselves through fraud.

The unelected parties have KNOWINGLY subjected our people to many horrors,
through legal and medical fraud, assisted by church leaders, who they control
through bribery.

All these former parties, like GPs, do not represent the people, they represent
financial interests of the Bar Courts Corporation. They are controlled by a handful of
greedy people, with no shame.

We presented all necessary medical and legal evidence to the Dail on 25th December
2020, and to the EMA on 28th December 2020, when we informed them that law
REQUIRES NO roll-out of genetic experiment.



Despite clear evidence of the deaths and injuries, the HSE and TDs, working with the
Courts Service, misinformed the public to sell an experiment; police with NO power,
assaulted the public on the Court's instructions.

We have collected enough evidence to obtain life imprisonment for these criminals. The
scale of corruption is beyond belief, in a country exploited by criminal gangs, causing fraud
and death.

I have been successful in the EU in restricting the supply of the mRNA. The HSE lie
about the numbers of experiments, just as the police lie about having any legal power,
it is a massive fraud.

The Party Manifesto is designed to remove most taxation, restore proper medicine,
media, law, religion etc. We need a new court and police system, otherwise the HSE,
police, RTE and Court gangs remain.

The Peoples Party Ireland is about restoring power to the people - people power. We
aim to get 90 seats, maybe more. The idea is simple, we will assist local people to
elect local Independent TDs under our umbrella.

The leader of the Party is the Manifesto, on National issues, which all will agree, it will
allow local TDs to pursue local improvements. A good local ideal will have 89 other
TDs to pass it.

No big funding required, as each community need only focus on their local area. It
allows local TDs to help the local area as he is NOT alone, improving his area,
improves his chance of re-election.

Help rebuild Ireland by having YOUR say. Have NO contract with fraud companies like
police, Judges, RTE and the HSE, and insist on the new Courts System. Choose to be
a man or a woman, not a company entity.

The other aim of the Party is to equip people with legal and medical knowledge. For too long
the Judges have supported fraud, pedophiles, destruction of religion, health, education and
law. Time to end.

I ask you to consider the evil of Judges, police, RTE and the HSE. We showed you the HSE
and CDC documents last year - they state NO virus, NO PCR, NO use lockdowns, mask,
distancing, and 99.9% natural immunity against the virus.

Not one Court can provide any evidence of a Pandemic. NO legal licence and NO LAWFUL
31A. They made a fortune removing the old people and selling a SCAM. They removed
freedom, Law, religion and health.


